Grade 5

Editing: Spelling and punctuation

*Kurt’s writing is as messy as his cupboards. He really needs your help to tidy up!*

Help Kurt edit his homework by filling in the missing punctuation marks and correcting the spelling errors in his descriptive paragraphs.

My weekend was awfull. It was raining cats and dogs and it wouldnt stop! Who can do anthing fun in such misrebel whether i complained to Mom and begged Dad to move us to a different county wear it doesnt ever rain. Well that was a big mistake. Dad made it is hission to prove that stayng indoors can be fun.

First he made us back a “family cake”. Then he made my sister and i watsh a boring movie about dinosaurs. Of coarse, my sister got scared and cried for ours, even thou i told her overandover that dinosaurs couldnt eat people because their were no peopel around in the dinosaur age. as if all that wasnt bad enough he ruined the only fun thing we did, witch was building tents in the lounge. he made me share my tent with my sister! It was the worse nite of my live.